UNIT 4:

Tent Ropes.
The Improper Use of My Freedom.
SIN
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11th Grade.
Sin is the disorder and chaos in my life.
Sin, wounded love.
These wounds can be healed. I just have to use the
right means.
The weapons against sin: grace and the virtues.

2. What Prevents Me from
Integrating My Sexuality?
“They fall back into evil,
and they do not know
me”
Jr 9:2.

Close-up of the
mural at the
Hermitage of the
Vera Cruz of
Maderuelo
(Segovia).

Identifying the causes of disorder and the means of rebuilding sexuality
in an integrated way.
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The true light that illuminates every man also illuminates me,
my person, my body, my sexuality.
Darkness is what does not truly know me as a person.
Darkness does not allow me to integrate my sexuality into all
the aspects of my life. It dissociates me, and brings me down
to a condition that is not suitable for me as a PERSON.
This darkness is a part of me, and also of the world, that
neither knows nor wants to know the LIGHT. It is SIN.
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Society shows me a type of sexuality that is not authentic,
that doesn’t correspond with the truth of the PERSON.
The value of sexuality is cheapened, reduced to mere
GENITALITY. The value of my PERSON is reduced. I stop
being me and turn into an OBJECT: something that can be
desired, bought or USED.
My own darkness, disorder and sin also prevent my body
and its expressions from being a means of LOVING and
GIVING. When I sin I impoverish my whole person, and I
turn myself into a means of expressing and living out
SELFISHNESS, which leaves me wounded.
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TIMING AND MATERIALS
This lesson is designed for students in the 11th grade.
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